ad Andrea Vettoretti

Italian Coffee

12 pieces for solo guitar

Simone Iannarelli

1. Moka Serenade

Cantabile $\text{\scriptsize \textit{\textbar{}= ca 92}}$

\textit{\textbar{}= con dolcezza}

\textit{\textbar{}= poco rall.}

\textit{\textbar{}= con calma}

\textit{\textbar{}= stringendo}

\textit{\textbar{}= a tempo}

\textit{\textbar{}= D}

\textit{\textbar{}= l.v.}
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2. Il Tuo Aroma

Slowly \( \approx \text{ca} 63 \)

\( \text{GSP-258} \)
a tempo

muovendo poco a poco
3. American Coffee

\[ \text{\textbf{\textit{3}}} \]

tempo: ca 112

\[ \text{4} = \text{E} \]

\[ \text{p} \text{ i} \text{ p} \text{ i} \text{ p} \text{ i} \]

\[ \text{pizz.} \]
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4. Arabica

Con libertá, rubando \( \frac{1}{2} = \text{ca} \ 104 \)

\( \text{GSP-258} \)
5. L'Ultimo Caffè Insieme

Cantabile, con libertà \( \text{\textit{rit. molto}} \)

muovendo un poco

m.d. / r.h.

a tempo

GSP-258
* I mordente 2nd time.
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6. Ritorno (sulla via del caffé)
7. Tarde de Lluvia con Café

\( \text{\textcopyright GSP-258} \)
8. Un attimo dopo

Calmo, con poesia \( \frac{3}{4} = \text{ca } 80 \)

GSP-258
9. Caffe’ su una nuvola

Allegro ma non troppo \( \frac{1}{4} = \text{ca} \ 60 \\

\text{a tempo}_{②} \sim_{②} \text{sim.}_{②} 2 \text{tempo}_{②} 3 \text{tempo}_{②} 4 \text{tempo}_{②} 5 \text{tempo}_{②} 6 \text{tempo}_{②} 7 \text{tempo}_{②} \\
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10. Café Crème

\[ \textit{GSP-258} \]
 accel.

Appassionato

GSP-258
12. Coffee Memories

\[ \frac{d}{dt} \approx \frac{\Delta}{\Delta t} \]

\( \text{l.v. sempre} \)

\( \text{poco esit.} \)
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